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Record Breakers
Four major new ringing records have been set this
year involving ASCY members - and for once it is not
just the old familiar names that take the credit.
Along with the massive achievements of two long
length Maximus peals, less infamous ringers also
made history by ringing the youngest ‘average age’
peal on 10 and then 12 bells.
Outsiders may consider ringing a traditional but dying
art, but this year’s successes show a very different
story.

“Put a peal length on it” – 25,056 Bristol
S Maximus at Alderney - (by Michael Wilby)
The record length on 12 had stood for a long time:
20064 Bristol S Maximus at All Saints', Worcester in
October 1987. I was in an ill-fated attempt at 27,872
Stedman Cinques at Bradford Cathedral in 1995, lost
after nearly 15 hours having passed the record,
so tackling it was always at the back of my mind. Nothing happened until the 21,216 Cambridge S Maximus
at South Petherton in 2015 broke the record - just.
Tradition has it that you should put a peal length on a
record if possible. The Bristol Maximus record remained to be challenged, hence going for a 25,056.
At 13cwt Alderney are ideal – heavy enough, but
not too heavy. Even so, a 25k in over 16 hours
was no small undertaking for the band, nor the
host tower.
Peter Bevis, Helen McGregor and Steve Rossiter
leapt at the opportunity to use the attempt to raise
the profile of ringing on the island and benefit the
local team as well. Additional sound control was
installed and a professional publicity programme
swung into action with BBC radio and TV crews,
plus live video streaming.
The band comprised 8 of those who rang the 21k

Photo Andrew Mills

All the work—but still no bells!
Silent since January when the fittings were
removed—the bells at St Paul’s Cathedral remain
resolutely in situ despite continued efforts to find a
route out of the tower.

(...Continued p12)

of Cambridge - Matt Hilling (conductor), John HughesD'Aeth, Andrew Mills, Paul Mounsey, Roy
LeMarechal, Paul Tiebout, Tom Griffiths and Michael
Wilby. John Thurman, Alan Reading, Graham Bradshaw and Alistair Cherry completed the line-up.
David Hull was commissioned to produce the composition; 10ths place calls and several sections of split tenors produced plenty of interest, yet still with a stability
to keep the band focussed.
Flights are not guaranteed to run to schedule, and we
were advised to allow 48 hours to get there.
(to page 2)
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Record breakers continued . . .
As it happened, 9 of the band, plus umpires were
delayed for over a day – being variously stranded in
Southampton or Guernsey. In reality travel turned
out to be one of the biggest challenges of the whole
event.
At a little after 6am on Wednesday 25th October, in
almost darkness, the band and first umpires
assembled in the tower ready to start at 6.34am. It
is difficult to explain what it is like to stand there for
that long - time takes on a different perspective. You
find things to look forward to: such as the change in
umpires; the marking of each 5040, having a
snack.The halfway point with a mountain still to
climb is a low.
Your body aches: arms, legs, your back. Gradually the clock ticks round, split tenors sections break up the
flow, then you’re suddenly looking at (just) 7 courses to go… then it’s 7 leads… then “that’s all”: 16 hours and
7 minutes after we began.
As the bells stood at 10.41pm, there was an almighty roar from inside the church, where over 100 people had
gathered to witness the end of the record peal. President of Alderney, Stuart Trought, was there to congratulate us and beer and food provided by our very generous hosts. Celebrations continued well past midnight.

Of methods and mountains
-(by Rob Lee)
It is hard to summarise a project that
has taken 2 years to bring to fruition.
2017 marks 50 years since the first 11part peal of Spliced Surprise Maximus
all the work (atw) was rung. Norman
Smith’s 8-bell plan was applied to a
Maximus composition with a 5,280 in
10 methods, rung at Ashton under
Lyne in 1967.
In 1981 a St Martin’s Guild band rang
10,560 Spliced Surprise Maximus atw
in 20 methods, at All Saints’ Worcester. In 1993 this increased to 15,840 in
30 methods, with John’s Leary’s
composition.

The mental challenge would be more than sufficient without
excessive physical tiredness so we need a 12 that easily run at 3hr
15 peal speed. With a 7cwt tenor, Tulloch Ringing Centre is ideal.

Next to decide on the composition and methods. The obvious
choice a cyclic 11 part (albeit the trend nowadays is to use a ‘link’
method to provide a more efficient transition between parts than a
Over following years records for
series of bobs) and two blocks of bobs on the forwards and
spliced atw Major and Royal raised to
backwards rollups. Deciding on the methods was the tricky part.
over 20,000 changes but the
We needed a balance of challenging methods for interest (Elbrus,
Worcester record stayed put. Scoring a Orion), familiar methods to keep it ringable (Phobos, Zanussi),
new record during my year as Master
dead easy stuff (York, Kangto), a couple of nods to John Leary’s
became my personal challenge - the
composition (The Hundred, Carlisle), and all the while trying to
band to include the 10 who rang
maximise music. This took months but eventually, with some ‘peer
20,160 Spliced Surprise Royal in 56
review’ from Philip Earis, a composition was finally ready and
methods, and the 8 who rang 22,400
circulated to the band in the New Year.
Spliced Surprise Major in 100
This composition featured a number of new methods, the common
methods.
(to page 5)
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Master’s Message
When Neil Buswell seconded my proposal for taking on the role of Master, he artfully discussed the strategy to ensure a
good year: stand either after a hopeless case where things can only improve, or a succession of those who have
excelled leaving the society in good shape. I'm very fortunate to be in the latter situation, surrounded by a solid group of
Tuesday night attendees committed to ringing our challenging repertoire and enjoying a good catch-up in the pub.
The main disappointment has been the lack of opportunity to ring at St Paul's. Some Masters approached Tuesday nights
at the Cathedral with some trepidation (as well as more than a few regulars), but having been a member of the band there
for a few years I was looking forward to tackling them with the College Youths. The bells are due to be back in November,
just in time for Leigh to take on the challenge.
The practice night repertoire has remained similar to recent years, with various selected touches from ORABS and the
Cyclic 6 methods as standard at the top end, plus the occasional appearance of Jannu, one of Rob Lee's concoctions from
the record length at Tulloch last year. Cambridge and Bristol still feature of course, and the hunt for new and interesting
music in Stedman continues.
I'm also pleased to note an increased attention to detail shown by the staff of the Counting House: a regular selection of
guests along with the old favourites served in fine condition make for a pleasant evening, and the gurning whispers to find
another pub have abated.
This year the Society was drawn at Ossett for the National 12 Bell Eliminators. The team,
unchanged from last year, made the journey north on a cold January Sunday afternoon for a good
practice session. On the day though, the test piece suffered from a severe attack of nerves in the
first lead, which luckily gradually subsided and the last few leads were more respectable. This was
enough to achieve the top spot, but we know the final in Cambridge will be even tougher. However,
as Neil also wryly noted in his capacity as a professional statistician, in the last 2 years the CYs
have been placed 3rd and then 2nd in the final...
The 2018 Country Meeting is in Cardiff, on 14 July. Arrangements have been handled in extremely efficient manner by
David Moore and Matthew Turner, to whom I am very grateful. It promises to be a most enjoyable and worthwhile event,
both for the concentration of top quality rings of bells in South Wales and the charming appeal of a friendly capital city. The
Saturday night dinner will be held at the home of Glamorgan Cricket Club (astute readers might notice another ringing
society is holding a dinner at the cricket ground in Worcester on the same day - a random coincidence). A number of people
have asked about my connections with Cardiff. Alas I have none. The places where I have lived or studied have hosted
several Country Meetings in recent years, and I felt it would be good to go somewhere with plenty of local members and
bells. I'm very much looking forward to the occasion, and hope many members can take part.
On 1 September, the Master's Challenge is being held in Guildford. All the towers within the city are booked, starting with
the sonorous 12 at the Cathedral, followed by the recently rehung 10, the 8 at the top of the High Street, and the 6 near the
bottom. Guildford is well connected by train, has plenty of traditional pubs, and places of interest for non-ringers. I'd
welcome bands to enter a team, but we can also accommodate individuals into teams that are short - please let me know
either way.
My year culminates with the Dinner, which needs no further introduction; I look forward to seeing many members there!
Henry Coggill
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Anniversary Dinner 2017
I suspect ASCY secretary, David House, will have enjoyed sitting down to the 2017 dinner more
than usual, being the last time he had to worry about organising it.
He handed on the baton knowing that the event at the Grange St Paul’s in the City of London
was, once again, a magnificent success. Excellent food & drink and a chance to catch up with
members (and guests) from far and near characterised the evening. There were a good number
of peals rung on the Friday & Saturday morning including, in some cases, some stretching
methods in keeping with the society’s traditions.
Very unusually, the Master rang in the hand bell touch half-way through the dinner - very
impressive, particularly as they rang some of the methods from the long length of spliced
maximus rung at Tulloch in June.
Speeches were engaging & well-judged for duration, with Revd David Ingall, Rector of St
Sepulchre, responding to the Master's toast to The Church, and Central Council President
Christopher O’Mahony proposing the toast to the society. The secretary concluded the speeches
with a summary of the year’s activities and the master handed out certificates to a number of
members who had completed 50 years with the Society.
Judging from the Facebook
posts, some members
continued enjoying
themselves into the early
hours, some retired to the
cosiness of their rooms
whilst others sat on trains
for hours going nowhere!
I’m sure Mr House slept
well!
Simon Meyer

Masters’ toast to attendees of the bands which rang the long lengths

Members Remembered
Among those remembered in the obituaries column is
Meldreth-ringer and DIY ‘bell-hanger’ John Gipson who
died last June.
He notched up 1,669 peals at his home tower in
Cambridgeshire, over 1,300 at other towers, and 70
years as an ASCY member.
A churchwarden, choir member, parish councillor, motor
and bell engineer, he received an ‘unsung hero’ award
from the Archbishop of Canterbury in 2011, for his
services to bellringing.
At the end of 2017 we remembered Jim Phillips. Born
in Cornwall he moved to London for work and rang his
first peal at Southwark Cathedral, before progressing to
become a regular member of the St Paul’s band. He
spent over 50 years as a guild member, serving as
secretary for a period and as Master to the ASCY in
1990-91 and Librarian 1992-2005.
In later life he moved to Canterbury shifting his ringing
allegiance to the cathedral band there until his death in
December. His funeral service was held in Canterbury
Cathedral crypt. A past-masters’ peal was rung at Bow
in March in his memory.
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Better known for tower-grabbing and
tune ringing than peal ringing, Heywood
ringer John Partington died in March.
He learned to ring in 1952 and, while
studying maths at the University of
Leicester, founded their ringing society.
Returning home after graduating, he
became a College Youth and a maths
teacher at Ashton-under-Lyne Grammar
School, where he formed the school
handbell team and became a founder
member of the Handbell Ringers of
Great Britain.
Though he never rang a handbell peal,
he rang 2 tower-bell peals for the
HRGB.
He visited 4654 towers world-wide
though most of his 1,185 peals were
local to Heywood and Lancashire, and
only 4 were ASCY peals.
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Peals: a decline in quantity versus an increase in complexity?
Are ringers doing less or pushing physical, mental and theoretical boundaries so far that
success is not so certain or takes longer to achieve?
Last year saw the number of Society peals decline again, creating a 5-year downward trend.
But among the 198 scored were several really noteable achievements for the exercise as a
whole, as well as personal milestones.
Of the 198 successes involving 349 members, 180 were rung on tower bells and 18 in-hand
– though several of the ‘peals’ equated to the equivalent of 4 or 5 in terms of total number of
changes rung, time taken and energy expended!
Once again Garlickhythe and Cornhill topped the tower venues listings though this year
Jewry nudged into third place. Whilst Graham Bradshaw regained his top peal ringer position
with 47 society successes, last year’s winner Phil Rogers, scored only 1 less and passed his
milestone 2000th peal overall with 5022 of Stedman Caters at Gorran in July - and still keeps
ringing.
Stedman in fact proved the most frequently rung method, with triples and caters tying at the
top of the popularity list, closely followed by cinques in 4ths place, though Bristol Surprise
Major and Maximus slipped in to 2 nd and 3rd places by a whisker.
Peals were rung in 146 towers and 7 hand-bell venues, with a trip to Canada organised by
Gwen and Phil Rogers boosting the contributions listed from across the Atlantic this year.
Notable peals in the year included:
5760 Spliced Treble Dodging Minor in 147 methods, the shortest length yet achieved for
this.
20064 Spliced Surprise Maximus in 38 methods (all the work) – the longest length yet rung
of Spliced Surprise Maximus
25056 Bristol Surprise Maximus – the longest peal yet rung on twelve bells.
5081 Grandsire Cinques at Cirencester – commemorating the 250th anniversary of the first
12-bell peal to be rung outside London.
Record breakers continued . . .
naming theme being mountains. We didn’t just have a mountain to climb - we had 18. One member of the band
decided a nappy was prudent.
I am not a huge fan of long lengths. Spliced, however, increases the focus and the first of the 11 parts raced by
in what felt like no time. The lead of Huandoy in the 3 rd part signalled the point when the band would normally be
retiring to the pub.
Other than constantly changing weather there were few external distractions, barring the chicken wandering too
close to the open door behind me. A lead of Thornige brought a little panic but everyone knew the lead end and
Phobos brought back stability.
Around halfway John needs water. Attempts to get the bottle result in knocking it over Alan (happily, the sole
wet trousers incident of the day). John then tried to catch the sally in the same hand as the bottle, with limited
success. Fortunately ‘Watergate’ was soon behind us and the main challenge became the midges. The final
lead of Smallbrook, the last bob at Home and the ringing comes round after 12 hours, 34 minutes and 20 seconds.
All that remains is to thank everyone who made this project possible: the band for their commitment and hard
work, David Hull for organising the umpiring team, Lizzy Lee for cooking, and Peter Bevis for making these bells
available.
(to page 12)
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NEW MEMBERS
The following were elected and welcomed as new members in the year to November 2017:
Henry J W Pipe of Cambridge
Peter Dillistone of Weymouth
William H J Norton of Leicester
Colin F Salter of Ipswich
Charlotte A Boyce of Tiverton
Andrew R Baxter of Perth
William M Regan of Worcester

Tom R Childs of Worcester
Saskia L Frisby of Worcester
Russell N Scudamore of Mangotsfield
Pat Brown of Whittlesford
James E Hibbert of Caister
Christopher J Field of Nottingham
Matthew A Child of Wimborne Minster

OBITUARY
We paid tribute to the following members at society business meetings in the year to November 2017:
David Hymas, Galleywood, elected 1972
John Scott, Great Budworth, elected 1951
Michael J Pointer, Melbourne, elected 2011
Alan R Anstey, Brentwood, elected 1946
David J Hughes, Usk, elected 1986
Donald J Beach, Greasley, elected 1972
Norman A Johnson, Blaydon-on-Tyne, elected 1983
David G Massey, Frome, elected 1964
Michael J Hobbs, Bristol, elected 1962
Martin A Gay, Knowle, elected 1967
Graham R Eyles, Box, elected 1953

Raymond E Finch, East Harling, elected 1958
D Kenvyn Walters, Yateley, elected 1959
Philip M J Gray, Bristol, elected 1978
Michael A Bland, Shiplake, elected 1964
Eric Sutton, Swindon, elected 1953
John G Gipson, Meldreth, elected 1947
Revd John D Nixon, Bingley, elected 1984
John E Anderson, Newcastle, elected 1983
Frederick R Harris, Eardisland, elected 1964
Frances W Slocombe, Wellington, elected 1952
John B Sansom, Berkhamstead, elected 1947
Having just achieved 70 years’ membership

MILESTONES
We congratulate the following members who celebrated 50 years’ membership during 2017:
George E Bonham
Paul A Brand
David C Brown
Ronald C Christopher
John S Croft
Ian L Dear
Roger Durrant
Martin C Faulkes
Richard A G Inglis
Christopher J B Marshall

Roy D Mills
Peter S Muchlinski
Robert Peers
Jeremy R Pratt
Geoffrey W Randall
David E Rothera
Stephen Rowe
G William Shanks
Andrew J Slade
John K Smith

Richard A Spencer
Eric J Sterland
Nigel Thomson
John Weaver
Peter G Williams
Colin G Wright
Timothy Wylie
Richard H Youdale

The members who celebrated 60 years membership during 2017 were:
Ernest E Bray
F Brian Cookson
James Daniels
Alan J Frost
Michael C Gathercole
Laurence E Hitchins

H David Holland
Robert C Kippin
John V Lonsborough
Michael Maskill
Gordon W Rendell
Bryan D A Woolley

The members who celebrated 70 years membership during 2017 were:
George E Green
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ASCY Library— a present from the past for the future
In common with the equivalent Livery Companies in the City of London, the Society has probably held property
and written records since its formation. It is only in more recent decades that this has grown into one of the
largest libraries of its kind in the world. Property would
have originally been looked after by the Society’s beadle, while now it has the elected position of Librarian.
The earliest books are likely to have been the Minute
Books, Letter Books and possibly the Name Book
(which is the membership book, although the current
Name Book is not that old). Quite possibly there were
early performance books that morphed into Peal
Books. The Society collected manuscripts and published works, together with items of property (badges,
cups and the mace).
During the War, the Society kept property in the Coffee
Librarian Dickon Love at home in the library
Pot, much of which was destroyed or damaged by
incendiary devices. By 1946 there was a book case in St
Paul’s Cathedral in which property and books were kept. In that year, with the position of beadle long since
discontinued, a member proposed that the position of Librarian be created. Albert A Hughes, the Treasurer
and stalwart of the Society said he was in favour of the idea but that it would be some time before the office
could function.
Despite general support for this, it wasn’t until 1962 that the office was created, with William T Cook elected as
the first incumbent. Bill made the role his own and meticulously sought to add to the Library and champion the
material that the Society owned. By 1967, the Secretary (Alf Peck) opined that the post of Librarian was so
important, it should be an Officer. The rules were amended to
“To build up a library is to create
allow this in 1968. This library was expanded to several booka life. It’s never just a random
collection of books.”
cases in the room beneath the ringing room at St Paul’s, and Bill
–Carlos María Domínguez
(Argentine writer & journalist). was frequently to be found sitting in it as his own personal office.
Bill died suddenly in 1992 and was succeeded by Jim Phillips, who served until 2005. It was under his successor’s tenure, Chris Ridley, that the room at St Paul’s was required for other purposes, and the library was
moved to its new home in the Henry Wood Room at St Sepulchre’s. As part of this move, four handsome new
cabinets were made to house these valuable items more safely and securely. Dickon Love took over in 2011
and oversaw the move of the library to the John Rogers room at St Sepulchre’s.
At the time of writing, the Library Catalogue contains 1035 entries comprising printed books (731 of them),
manuscripts (71), photographs, microfiches, CDs, DVDs, records and tapes, as well as the inventory of the
Society Property. It contains bound copies of all editions of The Ringing World (started in 1911) and Bell News
and Ringers’ Record (1881-1916). Some of the most interesting items are personal peal books and note books
from famous ringers such as H W Haley, H Fussell, H Hopkins, Charles Barber, Jack Crampion, Joseph Monk,
Matthew Wood, Armitage Trollop and Stan Mason. Some of the printed books are particularly old, with various
editions of the 17th Century works of Campanologia and Tintinnalogia present, and a number of 18th Century
works.
Continued over page . . . .
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The financial summary:
Bell Restoration Fund

General Fund

Two major projects have seen the ASCY commit to
expenditure of over £48,000 from the Bell Restoration
Fund in the year to November 2017, leaving
unallocated reserves at just under £7,000.
Firstly £18,000 was granted to support the rehanging
of the bells at Southwark Cathedral, completed last
spring, and a further £30,000 has been set aside to
help finance a similar project at St Paul’s Cathedral
(see separate report). In addition several smaller
grants were made to a number of other churches/ towers.
But the trustees are confident that reserves, though
greatly reduced, are sufficient as a working balance to
support the smaller routine and emergency projects
more usually encountered at the Society’s towers.
The decisions were made on the basis of a healthy
fund, and an increase in donations and Gift Aid tax
repayments over the last 12 months.

The general fund, used for the day to
day running and activities of the Society
made a surplus of £531 in 2017, slightly
lower than the previous year.
Income was lower for new members
fees and surpluses from the main dinners, but slightly higher for weekly
steepleage and newsletter donations.
Expenditure was slightly lower for
ringing competition costs, newsletter
production and new member s’
expenses.
At the end of the year uncommitted
assets were £8,629, and the peal writing reserve sat at £7,590 – sufficient to
cover the costs of writing the 601
outstanding performances in the peal
book.

Historical Treasure Trove
Data may be ‘dry’ and uninteresting to many, but for the Society these historical records are
one of its most valuable assets. . .
 The peal database features 9,156 peals, dating from 1865 to the present day, collated from Bell News and








The Ringing World. It includes all references to the ASCY, but has to be checked with peal book and
minutes to ensure acceptance by the Society.
The total includes 7 later found to be false.
There are details of 2,400 compositions.
Most popular composition is Thurstan’s Stedman Triples, followed by Holt’s original.
Leading ringer and conductor is Paul Mounsey.
Most prolific composers (different compositions) are Donald F Morrison, James Clatworthy and John S Warboys.
Links to pictures of pealboards and/or pealbook entries if available (more submissions gratefully received).

. . . ASCY Library — continued from previous page
The Library is a wonderful resource, and while it can’t ever be as freely flexible as a public library, for the
obvious security and logistical reasons, all but the most valuable books are available for loan. Members are
also welcome to browse the Library, by appointment. There are plans being hatched to make some of the
content available online in addition to those items that already appear on the Society Website.
The Society does not use funds to purchase books, but
“Without libraries what have we? We
instead, members and friends have generously made donations out of their own personal collections. Without these have no past and no future.”
contributions, the Library would not be the fine Society –Ray Bradbury
asset that it is today, and the Librarian is determined to (American novelist and screenwriter)
build upon this in the 21st Century.
Dickon Love
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Forthcoming Events
Cardiff Country Meeting 2018 – Saturday 14th July.
South Wales will be the venue for the Country Meeting this year.
Twelve excellent towers have been confirmed for peals on the Thursday and Friday:
Newport, Llandaff, Abergavenny, Chepstow, Bassaleg, Blaenavon, Caerphilly, Ebbw
Vale, Merthyr Tydfil, Pentre, Pontypridd and Usk. Please contact The Junior Steward if
you wish to be included in event peals (juniorsteward@ascy.org.uk).
Venues for eating and drinking on the Thursday and Friday evenings will be confirmed
later and published on the society’s website. The schedule for the Saturday is as follows:
10.30 – 11.30
Lunch
14.30 – 15.30
15.45
18.00 for 19.00

Llandaff Cathedral
Recommended venue: The Brewhouse & Kitchen in Sophia Gardens
St John’s Cardiff
Business Meeting in St John’s church
Dinner at the Swalec Stadium in Sophia Gardens

The Swalec Stadium, home of Glamorgan Cricket Club
The dinner menu is:
and venue for internationals including ‘The Ashes’, will
 Home dried tomato and
be our dinner venue.
mozzarella tart, with walnut
The dining room has
and basil pesto
spectacular
views of the
 Char-grilled chicken breast
ground and, weather
in roast garlic and lemon
permitting, the stadium is
marinade, spring onion and
a pleasant riverside walk
herb potato cake, wilted
through parkland from the
greens, vine roasted cherry
city centre hotels or from
tomatoes and salsa verde
the Cathedral Road
 Chocolate and orange
boutique hotels and guest
cheesecake, with orange
Please
notify
names
houses.
sorbet and chocolate sauce
and
specify
any
special
 Coffee with Welsh
dietary requirements to
chocolates or cakes
the secretary secretary@ascy.org.uk.
Out Of Town
The cost is £32.50
Tuesday 31st July
per person.
St Albans’ Cathedral. Starting at 7pm.

Master’s Challenge Saturday 1st September

Peal weekend—
15th/ 16th September

This will follow a similar format to previous years with challenges for 12, 10, 8
and 6-bell ringing and is based in
Guildford.

This year the focus will be on
South Devon. Last year some 30
peals were rung by members
across the country and in the
USA.

Please notify the Master of teams
wishing to enter or individuals available
to top up bands.
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381st Anniversary Dinner
- Saturday 3rd November
The Anniversary Dinner will once again be held in
the Grange St Paul’s Hotel, 10 Godliman Street,
London, EC4V 5AJ.
Tickets are available at £67.00 per person. The
dinner is open to members and guests over 14
years of age. Dress: Lounge Suit.
Please notify the secretary of numbers/ names for
your booking and of any seating requests or special
dietary requirements. Members are welcome to
arrange their own tables of 10.
Payment should be made at the time of booking. If
you wish to receive printed tickets please send an
SAE to the secretary at Meadow Cottage, Coolham
Road, Shipley, West Sussex, RH13 8PA confirming
your booking and payment.

Payments to the Society for all
dinner tickets, newsletter
contributions etc should be
made ...
preferably, by bank transfer as
follows:
Bank: HSBC
Sort code: 40-02-44
Account: ASCY
Account No: 82104652
or by cheque made payable to
the ‘Ancient Society of College
Youths’.
Please indicate what you are
paying for as ‘reference’,
eg ‘2 x country mtg plus 2 x
anniversary dinner’

We have negotiated a 10% discount for pre-orders of wine. The form will be loaded on
the website at http://www.ascy.org.uk/act_dinner.php and bookings should be made
direct with The Grange.
The Grange St Paul’s is offering a limited number of executive double rooms at the
special price of £170 (Saturday night only and English breakfast included), for those
who do not wish to travel far after the event. Members wishing to book these should
contact the hotel directly (0207 074 1000) and quote reference ‘CSP1722362’.
Peals are often arranged on the Friday evening and Saturday morning (and occasionally,
but rarely successfully, on the Sunday); please contact the senior steward if you are
interested.
The drinking venue on the Friday evening will be the upper room at The Olde Watling,
Watling Street near St Mary-le-Bow & on the Saturday lunchtime The Rising Sun, Carter
Lane, behind The Grange St Paul’s hotel.

Informal Dinner
As well as the Anniversary & Country
Meeting dinners, the society holds an
informal 3-course dinner in London in
March or April. This is a relaxed affair with
no formalities, allowing members to
socialise and enjoy a meal together in
comfortable surroundings.
This is currently pencilled in for Friday 8
March 2019 and full details will be
confirmed later in the year.

Informal dinner 2017 at ‘Bangers’ in London.
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PRACTICE SCHEDULE 2018

TOWER SECRETARIES

The practice schedule as currently arranged is set out
below. Changes to this are posted on the Society’s
website and notified to members via the
e-mail group. Business meetings take place after the
practice on the second Tuesday of each month. The
normal venue for Business Meetings is The Counting
House, 50 Cornhill, London EC3.

St Giles Cripplegate: Chris Rimmer. Tel 07884
317504
E-mail: chrisrimmer11@gmail.com

June 5
June 12
June 19
June 26

St Sepulchre
St Magnus (Special practice: Bow)
Bow
Southwark

July 3
July 10
July 17
July 24
July 31

St Sepulchre
Cornhill (Special practice: St Magnus)
Bow
Cripplegate
Out of town – starting at 7pm

Aug 7
Aug 14
Aug 21
Aug 28

St Sepulchre
Bow (Special practice: Cornhill)
Cornhill
Southwark

Sept 4
Sept 11
Sept 18
Sep 25

St Sepulchre
St Magnus (Special practice: Bow)
Cripplegate
Bow

Oct 2
Oct 9
Oct 16
Oct 23
Oct 30

St Sepulchre
Cripplegate (Special: St Magnus, G’hythe)
Bow
St Magnus
Southwark

Nov 6
Nov 13
Nov 20
Nov 27

St Paul’s
St Magnus (Special practice: Cornhill,
G’hythe)
Cripplegate
Cornhill

Dec 4
Dec 11
Dec 18
Dec 25

St Paul’s
Bow (Special practice Cornhill)
St Magnus
No practice

St Lawrence Jewry: Jillian Galloway
E-mail: jewry@ascy.org.uk
St Magnus the Martyr: Dickon Love, 10 Wharton
Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 3LF. Tel 020 8466 1953
E-mail: dickon@ascy.org.uk
St Sepulchre: James J Watkins
Tel: 07920 853967
E-mail: jwonlineuk@gmail.com
St Michael’s Cornhill: Tony Kench, 75 Little Britain
Apt 51, London EC1A 7BT. Tel 020 7796 2656
E-mail: tony.kench@btinternet.com
ASCY ON THE WEB
The Society’s Web Site is at www.ascy.org.uk. The
Web Site contains regular updates on Society
activities, pictures of Society events, contact details for
Members, Society peals and much more information.
PEAL FEES
Peal fees (£1.50 per rope) and details should be
forwarded to the Treasurer within 2 months. Advance
notice of peal attempts is given at Society Meetings if
advised in time.
CORRESPONDENCE
Please send to the Secretary, Simon S Meyer,
Meadow Cottage, Coolham Road, Shipley, West
Sussex, RH13 8PA; Tel 01403 741131;
(e-mail: secretary@ascy.org.uk).
Items for the web site should be e-mailed to Rob Lee
(webmaster@ascy.org.uk).
SOCIETY E-MAIL NEWS SERVICE
The Society maintains a regular e-mail news service,
which is free to members. Subscription is via the web
site. Members are encouraged to subscribe to the egroup and to provide their e-mail address for inclusion
on the (hopefully spam-proof) web site list.

SOCIETY OFFICERS AND OFFICIALS 2016/7
Master
Secretary
Treasurer
Senior Steward
Junior Steward
Librarian
Trustees
Peal Recorder
Webmaster

NEWSLETTER FINANCE
This annual newsletter depends heavily on financial
support from members. Postal charges continue to
increase and the total cost of printing and distributing
this newsletter will be around £1000. We are most
grateful to those members whose donations help
towards this cost. Over 1,000 members have now
elected to receive the newsletter by e-mail, rather than
by a paper copy, which has led to a saving in postage
costs. However, postal charges continue to rise, so we
still need more of you to sign up.
Of course, we accept that it will not suit all members
and hard copies will continue to be available for those
who want them.

Henry D Coggill
Simon S Meyer
Graham G Firman
Leigh D G Simpson
Susan L Apter
Dickon R Love
Paul N Mounsey
Robert C Kippin
Richard I Allton
Robert W Lee
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Record breakers continued . . .

The best is yet to come . . . ? (by David Pipe)
Thirty five years ago, I conducted what was then the
youngest peal on 10 bells - Cambridge Surprise Royal at Lockington in Leicestershire.The average age was 15
years and 361 days.
Six months later, we rang a peal of Cambridge Maximus
at Nottingham St Peter, conducted by John HughesD'Aeth, who was an old man even then! This secured
the record for the youngest peal on 12 - 17 years and
248 days. However, my father thought it feasible to
lower this significantly and just three months later at
Worcester All Saints, comprising half of the St Peter's
band plus six newcomers we scored at the first attempt
and brought the age down to 16 years 188 days.
At that time, it was inconceivable that both records would stand for well over three decades. These peals of
Royal and Maximus were not isolated records. Peals by young bands were relatively commonplace. In 1982, I
had rung in the youngest of Surprise Major - Cambridge - at Knowle in the West Midlands. This was superseded soon after by a band who were all resident members of the Gloucester and Bristol Association, conducted by Gary Exell and with an average age of 14 years 207 days. An astonishing record which still stands.
Fast forward to 2018 and in the first 3
weeks of the year, both the 10 and 12
bell records were beaten in quick succession. Ringing Cambridge Surprise
for both, and conducted by Alex Riley,
these peals were scored at the first attempt, with all 10 from the Royal peal
also ringing in the Maximus. The average age for the Royal was 15 years 322
days, and for the Maximus, 15 years
and 341 days.
The old man of the band was Will Regan at 18+ and the youngest Alfie Pipe, still 12. Both peals were impressive and assured performances from some great up and coming stars. Four are already Society members and
I imagine more will join in the coming months and years.
Why did it take so long for these records to be broken? Undoubtedly there was a higher than usual number of
talented young ringers in the early 80s but quite possibly, it's more to do with motivation. It's difficult to organise these attempts - working out whom to ask, then finding dates when everyone is available. And it's not just
the youngsters. These attempts need the support and time of parents too. For me, the motivation came from
having two sons coming up to the age I was back then. It was a great time, and I formed some friendships for
life. I hope this band can do the same and I'm sure this is not the end of their story. Already there are plans for
Bristol Maximus later this year, and possibly an attempt at Worcester Cathedral!
(. . . St Paul’s)

Initial plans to lower the bells internally were hampered by various issues including asbestos in the
flooring. Now they plan to erect a lifting beam on scaffolding on the north west tower to bring the
bells down externally. The project, awarded a grant of £30,000 by the ASCY bell fund, is due to
see the bells returned for the 140th anniversary of their dedication in November, cleaned, with new
fittings and a strengthened bellframe. Other work (lighting, redecorating, a new cooling system
and preserving ringing records) inside the ringing chamber is already underway.
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